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This month we are running a little behind on printing 

the news letter because of technical problems, We should be 

on step by May. 

September 3 ~ 7 Soaring Society of America Homebuilders 

Workshop at Texas Womens University, Denton, Texas, For 

further information contact SSA Homebuilders Workshop, .FO Box 

66071, Bos Angeles, Ca 90066-0071 or Al Backstrom, Route #1, 

Frisco, Texas 75034, 214 292-1210, 

Our chapter Buzz-In is scheduled for Saturday, May 1, 

From 1 - 4 P.M. at McKinney Muni, be there, 

Meeting will be Tuesday April 27 at 7:30, Skyline 

Recreation Center, 

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE ADVANCEMENT OF AVIATION EDUCATION, HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT AND PRIVATE AVIATION 
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EM CHAPTER 168 

Program for April 27, 1982 
7:30 PM 

Skyline Recreation Center 

The most dynamic aspect of sport flying today has to be in the area 

of ultra light aircraft. We've watched the movement grow in just a few 

... y_ei:u:,i:; fro~ little more than kites to full fledged light twins ( or should 
. . .. . 

that be ultra light twins?) 

As our traditional type homebuilts are reduced in size and portabi

lity, the ultra lights are evolving into more conventional concepts. I 

expect that soon the two shall meet somewhere and the.ultimate light, take 

home sport plane will be the result. 

The April meeting will feature this type aircraft. Dick Cavin has 

offered to bring his Cri Cri kit. There will be a couple of other ultra 

light presentations as well. 

See You There! 

P.S. We need volunteer typists! This is the second time this year we 
have had to go outside the Chapter to have the newsletter typed, 
and it's embarrassing. If you can type and will volunteer, please 

·· contact any of the Chapter Officers. 



HANGAR ECHOES 
Editor 

.DICK CAVIN 
10529 .Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

214/351-4604 

TAYLOR BIRD 
_..., 1982 

You'll read JACK COX's usual excellent story of .21::B. '!~ in Sport Aviation 
soon and there will also be some superb color pict~res of airplanes and EAA 
people making the scene, also by the editor of the 'Very best aviation maga
zine in the business, Sport Aviation. At least I hope you will, but if you 
aren't a national EM member you'll have to be content with a very inferio:i:, 
account in Brand X, our local Chapter new~letter. 

Just to show you how inferior it is, your reporter wasn't even there, so about 
all we have to offer are some excellent photos by· ADRIAN REEDY and some brtef . 
quotes by Adrian and LEA ABBOT, who again loa·ded the. 1910 Curtiss Pusher replica 
on the trailer and made the long t•rek to Lakeland, Florida. 

Adrian (who is a 727 cappy for Delta) went to Orlando via airline and was 
lucky enough to find a rent car available for the 50 miles or so to Lakeland. 
It was his first Sun 'N Fun Fly-in and he enjoyed it very much. He did say 
that several people he talked to there said both aircraft and people attendance 
was down somewhat from last year, but in light of the current recession that 
doesn't seem too surprising. It still ranks as one of the Big Three fly-ins 
next to the big 'un .at OSH! When I asked him how it compared in size to our 
Kerrville clambake, he was at a bit of a loss to decide, but he finally said 
it was somewhat larger. That would be hard to evaluate if one's viewpoint 
was from casual observation, I suppose. 

He did say that the number of ultra lights there was a significant per cent 
of the total aircraft attendance. That would be in line with what plainly 
seems to be a trend_ all 9ver the country. The face of aviation always seems 
to be a reflection of the current state of the economic scene. During the 
Great Depression of the '30s ·we saw the proliferation of numerous designs that 
could be built and operated at rock bottom rate·s, the light trainer and recre
ational flying types (i.e., the J-3 Cub, Aeronea, Taylorcraft, Luscombe, etc.). 
When the flush of success is on our brow we'd all like to have our own personal 
Lear Jet, but we aren't too reluctant to settle for a Bonanza. Anyway, it will 
be interesting to see what effect the next few years will have on airplane de
sign. 
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One of the new design types there that took Adrian's camera eye and attention 
was an ultralight twin engine of composite construction from the unlikely-named 
place of Piggot, Arkansas. It's called the "Mohawk"~ with the "company" name 
of "Warpath Aviation". Of course the company name could dE;iscribe the attitude 
of the builder's wife when she first heard of her husband's plans to des"ign 
and build an airplane. 

Adrian said the airplane didn't fly there while at Sur. 'N Fun, as it only had 
.about 15 hours of flight time ·on it. While the open air, miniature breezy type 
of powerful hang gliders will probably be with ~s from now on, it seems pre
dictable that there will be a strong groundswell of preference for complete 
enclosure of the pilot and 3 axis controllability. In other words, a very 
light low-powered airplane. 

To cast a critical eye on the Mohawk design I can zero in on what many future 
airplane builders will consider an .unacceptable basic "deficiency". If it -
doesn't have quickly detachable or folcting wings the. economics of hangar 
rental will shrink its appeal to a relative few. Hangar rental at very 
small town airports and private farm strips isn't quite the budget buster 
that it is in and near the big cities. In fact, the ultra light airpl~e 
of this type may just be the shot in the arm that small town aviation needs 
to resurrect it from the economic doldrums. It should be obvious that one 
cannot safely leave an ultra light tied down O¥tdoors, SQoner or lat~r 
the wind will play havoc with them. It should also be obvious that it is 
at best a very risky thing to leave an all-composite .,airplane exposed to 
the hot sun for extended periods . Fortunately, ai~planes like the Varieze 
are relatively compact in span and in their "kneeling" position don't tak~ 
up too much hangar floor space and several could share hangar rental (when 
available). · 

Much has been written and said about the powered hang gliders and most of 
their amazing success has been attri~uteo to their economics. Most of the 
critics in the anti-folding wing camp have qeeq blind to the amply demon
strated fact that the quickly demountable car top ·(or trailerable) airplane 
is a howling success ( in sheer numbers, if nothing else).. Consider also 
the fact that the owner/builders a.re in the main r~nk beginners, blissfully 
devoid of 99% of what we feel is necessary aviation "know how". Consider -also the fact thau inferior construction materials and techniques they use 
certainly don't measure up to established standards. These people have 
demonstrated that taking your airplane home is as natural as taking your 
car or motorboat home. So whether we accept the idea or not, the folding 
wing, take-home airplane is here to stay. 

One more sophisticated example of this was also represented at Sun 'N Fun, 
the Cricket. It was a static display sans engines and was the one built 
in a week's time at the Atlanta Cri Cri seminar this past January. This 
is the design that Paul Poberezny labeled as "the ultimate ultra light type 
of the future". The amazing performance capability of this superbly en
gineered little twin, in combination with a less than. _5 minute time from 
its trailer/hangar to engine start·, make it a real winner in the eyes of 
many of those that gawked at it with amazement at OSH last year, as it 
upstaged the Eagles (Red Devils) day after day. Its super-simple con$truc
tion method of kitchen table sized "modules" will ffurthel" endear it to 
potential builders as the methods beco~e more widely publicized and under
stood. (We'll look at the subject a bit more later on in this newslett~r.) 
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Still another -little 'un that caught Adrian's camera fancy was one of the 
little Windwagons. As you can see in the accompanying picture, it looks 
like a tiny little fighter. This one seems to have been ,odified in the 
cockpit enclosed area. It's powered with one of the sawed-in-half VW 
engines of 25-30 hp. 

Since I wrote the above an old friend from the T-18 group happened to call 
me from his home in Florida and he gave me all the official scoop on the 
Fly-in. He said the week's head count of people was nearly 70,000, or almost 
double that of last year and they came from all of the 50 states and 21 
foreign countries. Because of the.upsurge in ultralights, the number of 
display aircraft more than doubled this year, with 755 on deck. This in
cluded 400 ultra lights, 117 homebuilts, 42 warbirds, 46 antiques, and 150 
classicS:- 21,000 aircraft "movements" were reported for the week, a 50% 
increase. 

As usual, JOHN MONNETT, was in the air several times a day in his new Moni 
and Sonerai II. He also flew the new short wing version of his Moni for 
the first time, as well as giving the long winged Monerai its first public 
showing. Talk about_ diversity! 

As you might expect, there were 15 new ultra light designs that surfaced 
for the first time at Lakeland, of which 3 were two seaters, the Wizard, II, 
Eipper MX-2, and the Ra).ly ~• John Dempsey's Phantom, a f1airly c;lean 
parasol, tractor,cantilever, had a fairly clean pilot pod sitting on a 
spatted trigear. Best new design was the CGS Hawk. Another new one is 
called the Invader. It had a semi-enclosed fusilage, a pusher·engine be
tween the pilot and V tail and a fairly long span cantilever shoulder wing. 
It used foam ribs and mylar covering and weighed 160.lbs. 

Other new ones were the Barnstormer, the Boomerang, the Swallow, apd the 
Robertson Bl-RD, with these looking pretty conventionally U.L. The 
Barnstormer is a 3 axis control biplane. LARRY NEWMAN's Falcon was also 
there, sporting an N number (as several others did or should). An "aerobatic" 
version of the Pterodactyl, the Ptiger was JACK MCCORMACK's newest. Flight 
Designs had their Jet Win~ .there, along with their new 440 ST as a static 
display. It is equipped with a ballistically deployable parachute (as 
optional equipment). 

. . 
My informant said it wasn'·t ur,usual to count more than. 1.Q. U.L.s in the big 
fly by pattern on Piper's hatchery airport at one time. 

He, too, said the Fly-in got off to a slow start, but the arrival of U.L.s 
changed all that by mid-week. They also had a super hot air balloon launch 
one day, with 18 of 'em blasting off together. (Now if Ad,r:i,an had only been 
there for the• last few days he would have seen an entirely different Sun 'N 
Fun.) 

LEA ABBOTT flew his 1910 Curtiss Pusher several times while there and as 
usual it was one of the favorite display aircraft, as several hundred people 
were Lea's guest to sit :i,n the pilot seat and have their picture taken. 

All in all, it sounded like a real live wire type fly-in, at the latter 
part of the week anyway. 
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I have to wonder about these new 2 place U.L.s. The U. L. designers have 
been gradually re-inventing the wheel for the last couple of _years and I 
cantt help but wonder how long it will take them to realize that the drag 
of two people's bodies (side by side) and all the exposed wires, etc. makes 
for a very marginal performing airplane? Aviation pioneers had figured tpat 
out prior to World War I. They also haven't learned what span loading is 
obviously, but all one has to do is look back in the pages of history to see 
that successful low powered light planes had high aspect ratio wings, which 
not only gave them vastly improved climb performance, but a very low sink 
rate, also. That's exactly why sailplanes (who operate on the absolute 
minimum "power") have long, narrow chord wings. 

Meanwhile , back at the raynch: 
Airport the last weekend of the 
4 p.m.) and it isn't raining or 
most of Chapter 168's airplanes 
of the newest ones to fly~ 

If you happen to be out at McKinney Muni 
month (on Saturday, May 1st, between 1 and 
blowing a gale, you are quite likely to see 
in current flying condition -- plus two 

BOB GEREN is definitely going to be ready to fly the big Howard DGA 
between now and then. All he's really lacking to complete it now is 
painting the ring "cowling and installing it. He won't have all the 
seats aud upholstery in it for the first flight, but he might have it 
all in by the end of the month, so bring your camera if you come. 

FRANCIS RICHARDSON now has his newest T-18 out at Grayson County Airport 
(Sherman) where he's doing taxi testing. All he now lacks to fly is to 
have one of the feds come up there and inspect it and sign it off'. · He, 
too, will fly without the upholstery in. The MQKinney airport will be 
well within the radius cf his test area, so it's a mighty good bet that 
he'll be there with bells on. 

I flew my T-18 up to Sherman late Easter Sunday afternoon to see Francis' 
T-18 altogether and painted and to watch the first taxi tests (which went 
off perfectly) and I got a little surprise bonus while there. Chapter 
member GENE TURNE~, had his-latest .version of the Turner T-4O there and was 
in the process of preparing-it for the road trip back home on its own special 
trailer. He had one of the wings folded baGk when I got there and was re
moving the taper pins on the other, using a special tool for that purpose. 

This tool is unique in itself. Basically it's a rod about a foot long with 
a cylinder, of metal weighing around 5 lbs, that slides up and down on it. 
One end of the rod has a plate on it to restrain the cylinder and the other 
end has a II claw" on it, which is used to pull the taper pin out of the wing 
fitting. The tool performs the function of a hammer to insert the taper pin 
or remove it • 

Anyway, you'll probably get to see Gene operate it soon, as I invited him to 
bring the T-4O up to McKinney the afternoon of May 1st when several members_ 
of the 168 clan will congregate with their flying contraptions to admire, 
criticize, tell lies, etc., and Gene indicated he'd be there. 

You'll see quite a unique bird in his latest T-4O. It has a T tail now, 
new split-type flaps, a new type tricycle landing gear, a.nd for roll control 
he uses only spoilers -- no aileron~! He _also has separate ground spoilers 
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on the inboard portion of the wings just like the big jets. These are used 
after landing to quickly lldump" all the wing's ltft and make braking much more 
effective (because of more tire area in contact with the runway). 

I know that many of the new ones in the Chapter haven't heard of the Turner 
T-40 series. It started out as an all- wood, single place low wing with con
ventional gear. It has had the quick folding wing feature as a take-home 
airplane on its own trailer f r om the beginning. 

When Gene decided to make a 2 place out of it he simply sawed it in half, 
widened it out and added a T-18 canopy. Wing ·area was also increased and 
the original 75 hp Cont. was replaced with a larger engine. Several examples 
were built. 

The design next involved into a tri-gear, with a 150 hp engine like the 
present version has. The next stage was the addition of slotted flaps, the 
ultimate in lift augmenting flaps (see TONY BINGELIS' column on pg. 36 of 
the April '82 Sport Aviation) . Next Gene added a T-tail and went to the 
WITTMAN rod type gear instead of the Cessna slab type main gear legs. 

Right' now he has a wing heavy condition that's giving him some roll control 
problems, but since he doesn't have ailerons he can't go for the quick fix 
method with an aileron tab. He probably has a small case of II spoiler float'·', 
which airliners have had occasional problems with in past years. At any rate 
it won't be a big problem to solve. 

Francis and I are looking forward to doing a little T-18 formation flying 
and getting in some air to air photography. His paint scheme is basic 
white, with a large stripe down the sides using light blue and a black 
feature stripe to highlite it. P.e doesn't have his gear or wheel fairings 
on yet, but will install them later after he's flown it awhile. 

I dropped by DON WILLIAM's Inwood Camera shop yesterday and got a brief 
look at his just-received Polliwagen plans and they look pretty good. The 
builder's list with the plans showed about 8 people in our area had bought 
plans, but I only recognized JOHN KRANKER's name as a Chapter member. 

Several have complained lately that their newsletter didn't arrive until 
the day after the meeting. Well, fellers, we do the best we can, but some
times it's not good enough. Last month we_ were all ready to print when it 
was found that a part of our offset press had disappeared, so there was 
nothing to do but have Bill Boehle print it for us. We may have to also 
go that route this-issue if we don't find a replacement part soon. 

We repeat it over and over again in the newsletter and at meetings that the 
Chapter meetings are always held on the 4th Tuesday of each month. If there 
are exceptions you will be advised a month in advance. We also have a calling 
committee to advise members of special events where insufficient time exists 
to advise via newsletter. By the way, we need more volunteers to serve on 
the calling committee. We'd like to have a few more people serve in order 
to have each member responsible for contacting about 5 other members (once 
or twice a year). Is that too much to ask of Chapter members? 

Oh, yes, if we have decent weather on the 1st of May, you may likely see what 
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a Lark looks like. Our dynamic yow;ig prez, JOHN HARAST, has been working his 
fingers to the bone every available minute getting the "annual" for the Lark 
conplete. We also hope to have several of the Chapter's aerobatic contingent 
and their airplanes there, including LEW SHAW's "Lone Star" (a highly modified 
Stephens Apro), HAP BUCE's Stephens Apro, CHARLIE FREEMAN's RV-3, KEN LARSON's 
Buecker, WADE MUMAW's Hiperbipe, BRUCE SIDLINGER's Pitts, DAN ROYAL's Eagle, 
and KEN KREBAUM' s Pitts. 

If its not too windy, you'll likely see some of the ultra light clan there, 
too, both as static displays and flyable. 

Chapter 168' s 1981 roster lists about 70 Chapter members with flyable airplanes, 
including various factory built ones, so if even half of those make the scene 
at one time we'll have some fun. 

MARK GR.AH.AM is seeing light at the end of the tunnel on his Barracuda project. 
He recently did his weight and balance and is now in the time consuming part 
of installing systems. He also told me REX MASK, who also lives at Celina, 
is making good progress on his Zenair TR-300. 

The above typing was done by our dynamic young vice prez's secretary, 
Linda, and our sincere thanks to her. We have a constantly recurring 
problem each month in getting our newsletter copy typed. It takes 
long enough to write the newsletter in longhand and if I tried to 
type it myself it would take me until NEXT month to finish. To answer 
your unspoken question, no, I can't type and compose the copy at the 
same time. If I try to do that my train of thought gets so far ahead 
of my typing that it's a disaster. If any of youse guys can also bribe 
or threaten your secretary or wife into doing the typing once in awhile 
it would be greatly appreciated I assure you. 

As one feature of our April program we have invited BOB OWENS, of Ft. 
Worth, to come over and review the~Q-2 project from a builder's 
standpoint and pass on some tips about working with composites. His 
Q-2 project is farther along than any others in this area, so this 
automatically makes him our #1 expert on the subject. At the present 
time he is building a large'oven' to heat cure the entire wing and 
canard in order to insure the structural integrity of the fiberglas/ 
epoxy matrix and to prevent future "creep" of the structures when 
exposed to higher tempertures in combination with stress loads.Piper 
backed off from building a composite airplane several years ago, when 
they couldn't cope with the creep proble~, but modern day technology 
seems to be able to at least minimize the problem. I was telling Bob 
about the CriCri manual specifying that the Klegecel foam ribs should 
be pre-shrunk in a little homemade oven, that used two 75 watt bulbs 
as their heat source. The next day twas talking to Dick Schreder, the 
designer of the HP sailplane series up in Bryan, Ohio, about this and 
he told me that they don•t bother to pre-shrink it in the sailplanes 
and have never had any problem whatsoever with it. Dick was the very 
first person anyplace to pioneer foam ribs and metal skins. His work 
goes back to the '60s. He first used Rigicel (very similar to Klegecel), 
which was made by Goodyear under license. They later discontinued it 
when American Klegecel made the scene. (Their factory is right here in 
Grapevine.) 

We have also invited several of the ultralight builders to participate 
in the April program, so I think you'll find it of interest. 
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And now for a long lost report from Charlie Haus: (See photo page) 

PLANES OF FAME***CriINO. CALIF • 
During one of my LAX layovers I took advantage of the free 
day to visit two airports I have heard about over and over 
in the EAA publications, Fla Bgp and Ching. 
First on the visit was FlaBob,and while it is a beehive 
of homebuilders this day was very quiet . Art SchollJi. hangar· 
was closed and the Antique group at the north end had just 
sent a Fokker Tripe and a Nieuport back east the day before. 

'So off to Chino to see the ZERO. 

Chino is definitely a j>ig 10ifor my money . The Planes of 
Fame Museum is a~ for al who like the big iron of WW 2 
and before. - . . 

The following is what you may expect to see. Out of WW 2 they 
have a P-51D, P-38,A-26, T-33, P-40N, P-47, TBF, F6F, B-17, 0-4ryA_ 
and a B-25. Most of these are in a flying status.with the 1 

exception of engine changes of the P-47 ,& F6F • . The B-25 
is listed as General Eisenhow;r~ personal A/Cat one time. 
Also in the same outside area s the fuselage of the B-50-
which made the first non-stop flight a round the wgflp. 
In the Hang.--Shop they have a Nieuport, Boeing P-12E( 450 HP 
of 1928 )., Boeing P-26 •Peashooter• ( 600 hp of 1932), and a 
Seversky P-35 . The P-35 is the forerunner of the P-47 and 
is probably best known for the Bendis race wins by Frank Fuller 
and Jackie Cochran in the )O's. 

Also in the hang•r was a basket case Zero and a Kawasake 
KI-61 Tony. The Tony is a massive fighter like the P-47 
and very tightly cowled. I was not able to find out if 
the Tony was flyable or not but was told it was too rare 
to take a chance with at any rate. 

Also in the area is a yard for static A/C and aircraft 
awaiting restoration . Among the a/c were a B-17 being made 
ready to ship east for a static display complete with a 
new WW 2 paint job . Also a LJouglas D-558 Skyrocket( I believet 
only four were built) , Republic F-84, Bell ~-59 (first jet 
I ever sa~ fly & probably for alot of others.too.since it 
was 1942 when it first flew), Gruman F-11 ( an old Blue 
Angel airplane with # 2 on the fin), Douglas SBD Dive Bomber,, 
Spitfire, German V-1 buzz bomb, and last but not least a 
Me-262 the worlds first operational fighter. Considering 
the Me-262 1 s age it is still a beautiful a/c with a shark 
like nose but in this day it is hard to believe jet engines 
were ever so small, that is until you l ook at one last a/c 
they have, the Byan Fireball1 which the Navy flew for a short 
time at the end of WW 2. 
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What a shock it was for those of us who would happen to see 
an apparent single engine fighter buzz by us in level flight 
with the prop featheredt The Fireball had one Wright 1820 of 
1350hp and one GE J-31 of 1600# thrust. I had never be~n close 
to one before but the tailpipe appeared to be 12 to 14 inches 
in diameter and the wing root intakes were small also, ·rimilar 
to oil cooler intakes for large radials. Sixty six of these 
Fireballs were delivered in 1945 and were phased out in 1948. 

The topping on the pie of. all tjiis however was a chance to 
visit the private hang.- of the onlp flyable Jav Ze;cg. 
A clean and beautiful aircraft. 

This museum is well worth your time and effort. 

. *******************.********* 

A most excellent: report, Charlie. Again I apologize for losing your 
story and pictures for so long. When something gets 'lost' in this 
disaster area I sometimes call a den or office it may be many months 
before it is accidentally stumbled on. 

Francis Richardson and I went through the museum a couple of years 
back, when we flew my T-18 out there for the Chino Fly-in. We, too, 
were impressed with the quantity and variety of the airplanes displayed 
there .. I understand they are continuing to add some .other WW II types; 
also. 

In case some of you newcomers in the chapter don't know Charlie, he's 
now a retired B-747 Captain for Braniff. He has had a Waco UPF-7 for 
several years and still enjoys open cockpit flying as often as he can 
feed the Arabs' kitty. I think he was a Lt. Commander in Uncle's Naval 
Air arm during the recent big fracas, if my memory serves me correctly. 

**************************~ 

Did you happen to notice in the latest HO~ LINE FROM HEADQUARTERS in 
the current Sport Aviation that there will be an. auction of AIRCRAFT 
and aviation artifacts determined to be excess to museum collection 
needs. The auction will be held at OSH on Friday, August 6, 1982. 
That notice COULD mean that aircraft will be sold or it could mean . 
that artifacts of aircraft and aviation will be sold. I do know they 
have sold at least one airplane in the past, a T-18 that bad been built 
by John Fo~, a NWA pilot, and donated to the museum. It was sold to 
Wag-Aero, fitted with new engine and prop, and · then re-sold. The prop 
broke in flight near Yakima, WA. The aircraft was destroyed in the 
subsequent forced landing, but the two occupants survived. altho' one 
was badly burned. **************************** 

The following pages are more of TERRY McCLAIN's most excellent shop 
tips. He and Rick Whise9hunt are building a super fine KR-2 up at Terry's 
home at Hidden Valley Airpark. You•11 want to put this in your shop 
tips notebook: 
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TURTLEBACK PROCESS FOR KR-2 {Easily adapted to other aircraft) 

. 
The turtleback skin of fiberglas is first layed up in the FLAT on a 

waxed or greased surface{on a smooth sheet of metal or equiv.).The layup 
is squeegeed and allowed to cure for a day. It is then stripped off the 
female form and you have a super smooth surface, needing only degreasing 
before paint. It is quite flexible at this stage and is laid into the 
rough female form for the turtleback, with the smooth side next to the 
form (see sketch)~ Stiffeners of wood or foam are then laid in and epoxied 
to the skin. For maximum strength, if foam is used as the inner core, an 

.,inner skin of fiberglas should be added and bonded to the foam core. The 
inner skin can also be laid up on the sheet of metal, like the outer one. 
It is then left to cure about two days before removing from the "mold". 
(Ed. note: This process is basically the way Formica is made and is the 
~ way that hours, days, and weeks of laborious sanding can be avoided. 
Take note that this same method can easily be adapted to make fuselage 
sides and bottoms as well. A little experimentation with small pieces of 
scrap material is advised before doing the real thing. If you use scored 
foam for easier bending you may have to score it more deeply _tp maD::e it 
conform to the form back near the tail where the radius of c6rvature is much 
tighter. On the Dragonfly we used a Mototool with- a triangular shaped bit to 
rout out deeper and wider "trenches" in the foam). 
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WINDSHIELD BOW FOR THE KR-2 by TERRY McCLAIN 

we decided to use a flat wrap windshield on the KR-2 and the first step was 
to mockup the windshield and window/, door bows to check for headroom and 
looks.Templates were made to the outside Mold Line (OM). Two forms were 
made (1) for clamp (2) for rubber band clamp. I don't loke the clamp type. 
Too much work and poor clamping. The rubber band form worked very well. It's 
easy to load, cheap to build,and fast to build, too. 

With the rubber band tool the inside mold line (IM) was determined and a 
3/4" plywood form was cut. (2) braces were then cut and nails driven in for 
rubber bands to hook to. Total tool building time about 2 hours. 

The wood is Douglas fir, ripped approx'y .080 x .750 with grain perpindicular 
to,the face. The strips were soaked in water, then loaded on the form and 
left to dry. Dryness was checked with a Multimeter on the highest Ohms scale. 
When the meter wouldn't move, they were DRY. Probes were app:i;-ox'y ¼" apart 
and in full contact. (see sketch) 

The rubber bands are sold for fisherman's trotlines. It is½" x 1/32" x 50 ft. 
and sells for $5.00 We protected the form and rubber band with plastic 
wrap. (Some T-18 builders have made a windshield bow/ roll bar in much the 
same way, using thin strips of aluminum that are epoxied and riveted together 
instead of using metal tubing. Such a roll bar can be made oversize and 
then sanded to shape desired. Ed.) Now let's go on to: 

-="---~--•--M~ HOW WE FORMED A WINDSHIELD 

After reading many horror stories on how plexiglas is formed with the "Dan 
Diehl" method (a KR-2 builder) for flat wrap forming. I read this method in 
the KR-2 Newsletter. It seemed simple and low cost.The method would be too 
slow for factory use, but I only wanted to form one ship set and so an 
extra 4-5 hours wouldn' J: matter all that much. 

Step 1 is to mock up the windshield (or build the aircraft up to this point). 
As I wanted to be sure I could build up a replacement if required ans also 
make sure the windshield would fit the ship, I chose to mock up. The area 
that would be fuel tank, the windshield bow and side attachments were built 
and installled. The forward deck above the gas tank were mocked up and inst'd. 

Step #2: Using poster board, a pattern of the windshield was made.This pattern 
was transferred to tin. I ·now had a tin windshield (.025 2024 alum would also 
be OK). My tin windshield was cut net on the forward edge. The tin windshield 
was then installed on the ship. A few clamps, some small nails, & a little 
wire held it in place. Over the tin I draped flannel (thermo-liner was used, 
as flannel cost too much). 

Step #3: I borrowed a 100,000 BTU space heater (kerosene type) and we set 
the heater on 2 trash cans and d box about 6 ft. from the plexi. I tied a 
candy thermometer to a stick to check the temperature from the discharge to 
the plexi. I wanted to keep the plexi below 200° F, so we moved the heat up 
3 inches at a time till we ended up with it 3 to 4 ft. from the plexi.Soon thE 
plexi began to droop. After it took light pressure to cause the plexi to form 
clamps were applied (2), one at each end of a wood strip on the lower edge. 
The heater was moved to blow on the formed area. Clamps were then tightened 

· and the plexi was heated for another 10 mins.The heat was then turned off and 
the plexi allowed to return to room temperature.When the clamps were removed 
it only took a few ounces of pressure to hold the plexi in place. So far, S 



WINDSHIELD FORMING (cont'd) 
so good. One side now done. 
first side took 2.5 hours, t 
By the way. the plexi we use 
Dan hardware. They carry cle 
styrene (styrene is very br± 
Cost of the 36" x 72" sheet 
well protected, so check it 

Now if all those tip'"; aren't 
II A HOMEMADE AND 

- , r--
he other side was done in the same manner.The 
e second took 45 min. The optics look great! 
is .125'' thick, bought locally from . Handy 

rand heavy smoke in acrylic (plexi) and 
tle and doesn't form well (not recommended). 
as $37.00, or about $1.94/sq.ft. It is not 
ell for scratches. It sure beats $5 a sq. ft. 
********* 
enoughf~~-~e person, here's another for 
NDY ABRASIVE/CUT-OFF WHEEL" 

I needed a thin abrasive cut off wheel to cut some plexi in the past and 
used to useJ one called "zip ity-do", but over the years the zippity-do 
has changed. It is thicker ad coarser and not as flexible as it used to 
be. I had some coarse grit 1 ft over from a rock tumbling project, so I 
stretched some 9 oz. glass fabric over a 1 gal. round can with both ends 
cut out. A small amount of e oxy was mixed up and applied to the glass on 
both sides. Then the grit was sprinkled on the wet resin on both sides and 
the resin left to cure thorou hly. Then it was only a matter of drilling a 
hole in the exact center and installing a proper mandrel so that it could 
be used. The resulting disk h . s worked very well on both plexi and wood. 

- - > ··· ---·--·~~··-~ >' . . ~·------ *** *************** ----
Terry, if we were giving sta s for ingenuity, quality, and your generosity 
in sharing your expertise wi h other chapter members, your efforts would 
certainly qualify for 10 sta~s. All of us really do appreciate your sending 
in these little tips. I hope your tips will stimulate other chaptet people 
to sit down and send in thei~ experiences for the newsletter. Terry sent 
his accounts in longhand and I have typed them, so (hint} you guys get 
the idea, hey? ****** ******************** . I 

While w~·--;~~~-the subject ajf cutting p·lexi, it can be a real tear shedder 
if you are cutting a windshii?d or canopy and it suddenly cracks because 
a saw tooth grabs. The only, NLY safe way to cut plexi is to use an 
abrasive flex wheel and cut qNLY a series of shallow, straight line cuts. 
Once around the part with th~ SHALLOW cuts you go back and deepen them on~ 
the next pass, etc. You then sand and polish the edges to eliminate any 
rough spots where cracks could start.Some even flame polish the edges with 
a torch. All these items should be practiced on scrap FIRST, naturally. 
NEVER drill plexi with a standard drill bit. As the flutes come thru there 
is a 90% chance one of the flutes will grab and crack it. The bit must be 
modified. I've used a Miller Falls wood countersink with good succes. On 
the T-18 canopy installation drawing a½" hole is called for first. A 
rubber bushing with a small metal bushing in that is inserted. Then when 
the mounting bolt is installed with large area washers on both sides, the 
bolt can be snugged up against the metal bushing with no direct pressure 
on the plexi to get it in a bind and crack. Each fastener floats in rubber 
in an oversize hole. 

*************************** 
Monroe McDonald has had a fuel leakage problem with his BD-4, so he came 
to grips with the problem a couple of weeks back and took the offending 
wing off for repair. The BD-4 carries the fuel in the fiberglas wing 
"buckets", that are both ribs and skin. These buck~ts overlap each other a 
bit and are resin bonded to the adjacent one on original assembly. On 
many of the '4s the weight of the fuel in these buckets is too much for 
this overlap joint and it 'works' in £lite and the bond begins to separate. 
One of the most successful fixes has been to mold an extra two or tbee 
fiberglas L-shaped angles running chordwise on the bottom skin of the bucket. 
This stiffens them sufficiently in most cases. The overlapping flange also 
gets an external strip of fiberglas tape for better bonding reliability++++++ 
LAST MINUTE "WHEE IT FLEW" NW: fRANCIS RICHARDSON flew his folding wing 
T-18 (his 2nd T-18) for the first time April L :' th at Grayson Co. Airport and 
everything went beautiful! No squawks. Congratulations, Rich, it's been a 
lnnn. 1nnn ,:I,-.,:, 0""""11 T .. T_,,, ,__ , __ .. • · 
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DEAR DICK, 

--llf

,&l-'J2-S/p "' t?k.Jt/11 
. P O BOX 14124 . AUSTIN. TEXAS 78761 · (512) 836-4780 

HELLO FROM AUSTIN! 

J-24-82 

JUST RECEIVED THE IATEST 168 NEWSLETTER AND WOULD LIKE TO ADD MY 
THANKS FOR THE EXCELLENT ARTICLE IN S .A. ABOUT KERRVILLE IAST YEAR. 

IT WAS A GREAT SURPRISE TO SEE THE EICHBLATT IN PRINT! 

SOME NEWS FROM AUSTIN (JUST TO KEEP YOU POSTED!) 

THE AIRPORT ACTIVITY HERE HAS REALLY CENTERED AROUND KITTIE HILL 
IN THE IAST YEAR. THERE ARE NOW 13 HANGERS BUILT WITH TWO NEW STARTS 
ONLY IAST WEEKEND.ALMOST ALL ARE BUILT BYE.A.A. MEMBERS WHO HAVE 
DONE~THE .. BUILDING ON A DO IT YOURSELF· BASIS.THE MAJORITY OF THE 
HANGARs···ARE40' X 40 1 OR THEREABOUTS.SOME HAVE GRAVEL FLOORS-SOME 
CONCRETE, 

THE IMPETUS,OF COURSE,HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY THE HIGH COST OF RENTING ' 
AR SPACE WHEN YOU CAN ·FIND IT) .AUSTIN "T" TYPE HANGAR SPACE IS 

SOMETIMES AVAI BLE NGE . 

AT KITTIE HILL SPACE IS AVAILABLE FOR A 40 X 40 HANGAR FOR A GROUND 
LEASE OF • 015¢/SQUARE FOOT/J.v10NTH- $. 24 1 OO/MONTH. THE COSTS OF BUILD
ING A HANGAR ARE VARIABLE,OF COURSE,BUT THE ECONOMY OF BUILDING ONE 
COMES INTO FOCUS PRETTY CLEARLY WHEN YOU LOOK AT THE HANGAR RENT 
SAVED.A 40 X 40 WILL HOUSE TWO,AND SOMETIMES THREE,AIRCRAFT. THE PAY 
BACK OF BUILDING COSTS CAN REALISTICALLY OCCUR IN THREE TO FOUR 
YU+RS IN HANGAR RENT SAVED. 

THERE HAS BEEN A REAL SIDE BENEFIT TO THE PROCESS IN TERMS OF 
BRINGING THE CHAPTER TOGETHER WITH A COMMON INTEREST AND PLACE TO 
PRACTICE AIRPIANIN' .LOTS OF CHAPTER NJ.EMBER HELP DURING HANGAR CON
STRUCTIONS-KINDA LIKE THE OLD TIME BARN RAISINGS. 

SATURDAYS ARE THE REALLY ACTIVE DAYS WITH THE ACTION STARTING EARLY 
ON HANGARS,FLYING,ETC.AROUND NOON THEE.A.A. TYPES FROM WACO ETC. 
USUALLY INVADE WITH A TERRIBLE HUNGER AND WE ABANDON KITTIE HILL 
TO PARTAKE OF SOlV'iE LOCAL BA.RBEQUE. 

ABOUT THREE TIMES A YEAR WE HAVE AN ALL DAY HAMBURGER AND FIXINS 
TYPE FLY-IN WHICH HAS BEEN ATTENDED BY ABOUT 150 PEOPLE AND 20 OR 
SOE.A .A. AIRCRAFT FROM WACO,SAN ANTONIO AND SURROUNDING FIELDS. 
THE NEXT ONE IS APRIL 17th AND WE'D BE TICKLED IF SOME 168 MEMBERS 
SHOWED U~! . 

ENCLOSED IS A RECENT NiAP OF THE FIELD FOR YOUR USE.RUNWAYS ARE 
ROLLED GRASS. WE USUALLY DESIGNATE AN "ACTIVE" RUNWAY FOR-THE FLY
INS WITH A BIG ORANGE POLYETHELENE ARROW. 



WE ARE PIANNING FOR THE FOURTH ANNUAL ALMOST REGUIAR FLY-IN AND 
AIRSHOW AT GEORGETOWN THE IAST WEEKEND IN JUNE. 
IAST YEARS ATTENDANCE WAS ALMOST 8000 PEOPLE WHICH OF COURSE IS 
A RATHER IARGE EVENT.GEORGETOWN AIRPORT IS UNDERGOING SOME REAL 
GROWTH THANKS TO THE CITY OF GEORGETOWN SO WE HAVE OUR WORK CUT 
OUT FOR US IN TERMS OF LOGISTICS.I lliINK THIS YEAR WILL BE BETTER 
THAN EVER,HOWEVER.HOPE YOU CAN ATTEND~ 

TWO WEEKS AGO WE HAD A GRAND SIA1V1 IN THE CHAPTER WITH TWO E,A,A. 
BIPIANES AND A ~ONERAI SIGNED OFF BY F.A.A. FOR FIRST FLIGHTS.ALL 
FLEW SUCCESSFULLY AND ARE GETTIN THEIR TIME FLOWN OFF NOW.SAME DAY 
SETH HANCOCK HAD HIS RESTRICTIONS SIGNED OFF ON A REALLY SLICK 
.,YARI-EZE.ALL BUT THE VARI-EZE ARE AT KITTIE HILL. 

THE EICHBIATT IS GETTING A SPINNER AND IDIL COOLER INSTALLED WITH 
WHEEL PANTS TO FOLLOW SOON.NOT MUCH PROGRESS ON THE RV-J DUE TO 
HANGAR BUILDING AND THE WING FIX STUDIES.VAN PUBLISHED HIS FINDINGS 
IAST WEEK lNQLUDINQ; BEEF UPS OF THE REAR SPAR ATTACH AND ROOT RIBS 
SO NOW MAYBE I CAN PROCEED. . 

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON-MAYBE AT ONE OF YOUR GET TOGETHERS.ANY SATURDA,Y 
YO~U FEEL THE NEED FOR SOME GOOD CENTRAL TEXAS BARBEQUE COME AND 
SEE US! · 

/i ;_/.__, . . 
df f6l( SMITH 

Dick, the more I hear of Kittie Hill the better it sounds. I talked to 
ol' Bill Huggins about it at Kerrville and it sounds like you are steadily 
improving the field all the time. I hope to get down there and see it 

· one day soon. We'll also try to get a gaggle of homebuilts together to 
go down for that Georgetown Fly-in the last weekend in June. I have a lot 
of fond memories of fly-ins at Georgetown in past years. 

Dick Smith has been (and still is a Chapter member) a long time member 
of Chapter 168. When he moved to Austin a few years back he kept up his 
membership here. He has a one-of-a-kind all metal homebuilt called the 
Eichblatt. There was a picture of it in Sport Aviation accompanying the 
report on the Kerrville fly-in that I wrote. He is also building an RV-3, 
with the airframe pretty well finished. Bill Huggins,· the landowner of 
Kittie Hill is a retired Dallas policeman and he also used to be a Chapt. 
168 member. As I remember, he built and flew a gyrocopter and later flew 
helicopters for the DPD. 

How didja like all those airplane pitchoors this month? Ran Reid took a 
lot of 'em out at the Champlin Museum at Phoenix, Adrian Reedy took the 
ones at Sun 'n Fun, and Charlie Haus the ones at the Planes of Fame Museum 
at Chino (Calif). Wish more· ·, of you would loan pictures for our newsletter. 

We exchange newsletters with the Don Taylor EAA Chapter (#92), Irvine, CA, · 
which is in the far eastern area of L.A. Pe~gy Gersbach is secretary of 
that chapter.She also writes a column calle "The Builder's Corner'' that's 
very good. Their excellent N.L. i$ a Reader's Digest size, compact little 
journal with a firm, slick paper cover.Many excellent photos,too. 



KITTIE HILL AIR~ORT 

KITTIE HILL AIRPORT 
E Elv. 1020 

Williamson Co. Texas 

BILL HUGGINS - Airport Mgr. 

(512) 259 1362 

• No Lights or UNICOM 

\.i,- • All Three Runways Sod 
17 / 35 and Taxiway "C" 
Soon Paved 

• Food 4 Miles 

• Lodging 12 Miles 

N 
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February l 9,'i'2 

TREES ON ALL APPROACHES 
RNWY 12-30 USABLE ONLY FROM CROSS LINE TOWARD N,W,DUE TO ROUGH SOD 
RNWY 6-24 SLOPES UPHILL FROM EAST END FOR FIRST 1100' (TO POINT "Z") 
EXPECT SLOWER ACCELERATION ON UPHILL TAKEOFFS.ANTICIPATE LONGER IANDING 
ROLL AND SLOWER DECELERATION WHEN IANDING DOWNHILL (HEADING 060) 

l 

RUNWAYS 17-35,12-30,AND WEST END OF-RNWY 6-24 (WEST OF INTERSECTION WITH 
17-3.5) ARE DIRT AND ARE MUDDY AFTER RAIN-CAUTION TO AVOID THESE AREAS AFTER 
PRECIPITA'T'TON rro AVOTn WHRRT. "PA N'T' MTTn PTl"'V TT"D "1\TT\ C'TT"DC'"Df'\TT"Dl\Tm ,_,....,...,. ...... ~-·p ·--
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SLIPS AND SKIDS************* 

If you haven't been·by our hangar out at Addison lately you missed out 
out an event. A. D. DONALD has been making the fur fly the past month 
on his Sonerai II. Using MARV BROTT's Sonerai wing jig,he had the first 
wing skinned and riveted in less than a week's time. The Sonerai is 
designed to use the blind, pop-type rivets, so one man can rivet up a 
complete wing panel all by himself in one afternoon .••. easily. A. D. bought 
an air operated gun to take all the work out of that and make it go even 
faster. I came by about the t ime whe n the first few rivets were being 
pulled a nd guess who was do i ng it?? ? None other than AMELITA DONALD! 
What's more, she wa s having a ball, too. I think she wound up doing 90% 
of that wing panel and it came out very nice. At this writing he has the 
other wing in the jig and ready for riveting, so it'll really begin to 
look like an airplane before too long.*********** 

Lew Nixon and I spent all last Saturday morning inventorying all the parts 
that had arrived in the CriCri kit a few days. before, while it poured down 
rain that morning. Practically all the drawings are full size and it's 
super easy to lay parts down on the drawings to check for conformity. Even 
tho' there are a lot of small parts,naturally, the airplane looks like it 
will be ridiculously easy to build. We were evaluating how easy it would 
be to build the little booger from scratch and from what we learned so far 
it's going to be a piece of cake. Simple assembly jigs to hold the, foam 
ribs (Klegecel) in place for bonding to the skin in the vacuum bag will 
be built and passed from one builder to the next. The wings, flaperons, 
vertical and horizontal tail all use foam ribs. The Klegecel is made right 
here in Grapevine and can be bought retail ($100 min.) The fuselage is 
nothing more than a rectangular box and all the bulkheads can be fabricated 
on a 2' x 2' piece of plywood . The fuselage is built in two sections, each 
about 5' long and the two segments are later joined for final assembly. If 
any of you are seriously interested in looking into building one give me a 
call. I will be bringing some of the kit components to the April meeting 
as a short portion of our program. I think you will find the components and t '. 
the concept of more than casual interest. 

************************************ 
We no l4her have a Dragonfly project going. It has been sold to Frank Ruth, 
who lives in Norman, OK. Frank is a former Chapter 168 member before he 
was transferred to OK. The main reason we had to bail out of the project 
was because Lew developed a first class of epoxy poisoning (forgot to say 
case of e. p. ). Anyway, it popped out on him last fall and we thought that 
during the winter when he wasn't around it that it would go away. It didn't. 
We were all aware of the danger of this allergic reaction, or toxicity, but 
we weren't prepared for how fast it came on. We used "Safety Poxy", whim:h is 
supposed to be much less toxic, and we used gloves,cream, etc., but when 
cleaning brushes and hands at the end of a work session we used acetone, ·whic: 
is a pretty good solvent. Apparently this was a mistake, as it thinned out 
the remaining epoxy that had gotten on in spite of gloves, etc, and got a 
minute amount in a lot of pores of the skin. '.!'_Q.iS allergy is a VERY seriou~ 
thig~, so if you are going composite, take eyery possible pregaptjgp. whic 
includes forced evacuation of epoxy vapors from the work area!!!!We already 
have a number of chapter members that are sensitized to epoxy and they all 
will tell you that it's a dangerous thing and very painful to experience:-
It could stop your project dead in its tracks at midstream just like ours. 
(We also had a problem with not having the proper work area that influenced 
our selling). J • ~ r:I:. 
,5-~ 47 ~ ~,rt ... )It,,~, 
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s'ERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN: ~ 
' HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION , , 4 

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT 

9007 SAN BENITO 214/327-4324 

.. 
. AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST 

Airport Residential lots and Hanger sites. 
Restricted 

Municipal Water 
2900 ft. Paved & Lighted Runway 

contact John Austin 1 34 7-2373 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

George Carrol {214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY 
7204 PARWELK 

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 

ATTENTION: HOMEBUILDERS! ! ! 

USED AIRPLANE PARTS 

l?AUL CAMP 

214/227-45 69 LANCASTER AIRPORT 

NEW! NEW! 
We are Now Distributors for DITZLER 

Aircraft Paints 
All Colors Supplied from Stock . .. 

. - - ~ 

- GEM SU Pf> l)~ _ -_ _ __ 
We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies, 

Ground Support Equipment & More. , L 

8122 DENTON DRIVE 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 Phone (214) 350-7066 

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER . 
if you Need Insurance of Any Kind--
Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let: 

DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY _ 

Find Answer to Your Particular Need. 

Just Call: 
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson 
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635 

M. J. KRUGER 817/533-2307 
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660 

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE 

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND 
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS. 

~ 
SEATON & SEATON 

AIR CONDITIONING 
SERVICE 

NORMAN N . SEATON . CFI 214-270-3791 

Instruments 
Used Parts 

f:ngones 
i!ae110; 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS 
8701 Cardinal Road 

Fort Worth, Texas 76180 
(across from Mangham Airport) 

BOBBY OSBORN 
Bus. 817-281-8468 

Res. (metro) 268-2786 

wnom 
ASSQIILl(S 

A8ClAFT ft. YWOOD HARDWIRE 

A~A AVIATIONSumYCO. 
~ P.. 0 . BOX 6'1 •GREENVILLE.TEXAS 15401 

214-455-3593 
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